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Contents I. The fittied force field parameters of LLM-105. Figure S1 . The test for the van der Waals parameters of FIT. Obviously, FIT parameters has a great gap on the description on the interaction. Figure S1 . The test for the van der Waals parameters of FIT. Obviously, FIT parameters has a great gap on the description on the interaction.
S8
In the fact, vdW parameters have been fitted in a series of bounds. As shown in Figure S2 , the fitted results are in geater agreement with the DFT calculations, compared with that from FIT.
Although the fitted results get better with the bound increase, the correlation and slope are similar. Figure S2 . the test results for the van der Waals parameters fitted in the bounds of 5% (a), 10% (b), 20% (c) and 50% (d) of FIT parameters. S9 We also performed the simulation with the fixed bonding parameters and the vdW parameters fiited under the different bounds. With the bound increase, the simulated crystal structure can be much closer to the experimental measure as listed in Table S1 . Although all of the simulated pressure response dots seem to agree with the experimental values in Figure S3 , bulk module and its derivative are far away from the experimental estimation. Therefore, we still recommend the vdW parameters fitted under the bounds of 0.9 and 1.1 (10%) times of FIT. 
